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Rich Jerk Goes From Rags to Riches Online

New website, Rich-Jerk-Evolution.com tells the tale of the mysterious millionaire going from the street to
the Hollywood mansion

March 17, 2007 - PRLog -- The Rich Jerk is at it again.  After the super successful release of the Rich Jerk
ebook a couple of years ago and a reputation for foul mouth-offs, insults, and every effort to offend, a new
membership website is available to the public.  The site shows a video of one of the Rich Jerk's assistants
flipping through months of huge commission checks from the networks that RJ works for and goes into
more detail about the personal history of the mysterious man who's become the model of internet marketers
worldwide.

Money-making programs abound on the internet, but the Rich Jerk makes it a question to be a huge cut
above the rest.  His infomercial played all last year on television, his ads display prominently on MySpace,
one of the top ten most visited websites every day.

Most marketers are left behind and simply can't compete with that.  To make his more advanced strategies
available to those who are willing to pay more than the original Rich Jerk ebook, a new website promoted
as the 2.0 upgrade from the first RJ ebook went live on Friday, March 16.  The program is called Rich Jerk
Evolution.

The entertainment factor of the website alone is enough to get it notoriety, Rich Jerk style.  The main
graphic that appears on the website depicts a homeless bum going from internet nerd to rich superstar with
women.  RJ's image is his branding, and is reinforced by the videos he had professionally made that are
frequently watched on major video sharing websites like YouTube and Google Video.  

As usual, the Rich Jerk promises big on the members-only content but provides a plethora of freebies for
any newbie to internet marketing.  The free content is great, but the members-only content is truly
innovative and live up to RJ's promises of being "mind-blowing".

The membership fee is quite expensive for this type of thing, but the website over delivers on RJ's
promises.  It is dynamic, it is always up-to-date (unlike many membership websites) and also provides huge
payout commissions for its members to refer others.  

For more details on Rich Jerk 2.0 (Rich Jerk Evolution) go to Rich-Jerk-Evolution.com
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